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Abstract Lazy Clause Generation is a powerful approach for reducing search in
Constraint Programming. This is achieved by recording sets of domain restrictions
that previously led to failure as new clausal propagators. Symmetry breaking approaches are also powerful methods for reducing search by avoiding the exploration
of symmetric parts of the search space. In this paper, we show how we can successfully combine Symmetry Breaking During Search and Lazy Clause Generation
to create a new symmetry breaking method which we call SBDS-1UIP. We show
that the more precise nogoods generated by a lazy clause solver allow our combined approach to exploit symmetries that cannot be exploited by any previous
symmetry breaking method. We also show that SBDS-1UIP can easily be modified
to exploit almost symmetries very effectively.
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1 Introduction
Lazy Clause Generation (LCG) [28, 9] is a powerful approach for reducing search in
Constraint Programming. It works by instrumenting finite domain propagation to
record the reasons for each propagation step, thus creating an implication graph
like the ones built by a SAT solver [26]. This graph is then used to derive nogoods (i.e., reasons for failure) which can be propagated efficiently using SAT unit
propagation technology, and can lead to exponential reductions in search space
on structured problems. LCG provides state of the art solutions to a number of
combinatorial optimization problems such as the Resource Constrained Project
Scheduling Problems [32] and the Carpet Cutting Problem [33].
An earlier version of this paper appeared as [4]
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Symmetry breaking is also a powerful method for reducing search. Symmetry
breaking refers to techniques that, given a constraint problem with a known set
of symmetries, avoid the exploration of symmetric parts of the search space when
solving the problem. There are two main approaches to symmetry breaking: static
and dynamic. Static symmetry breaking (see, for example, [6, 19]) alters the original problem by adding new constraints that ensure the search will find only a single
representative of each group of symmetric solutions. In contrast, dynamic symmetry breaking (see, for example, [1, 14, 8, 30]) leaves the original problem unaltered
and, instead, alters the search procedure itself to exclude symmetric regions.
Combining static symmetry breaking with LCG is straightforward and quite
successful. However, choosing symmetry breaking constraints that are both efficient and correct can be non-trivial, particularly when the problem has different
kinds of symmetries. Further, static methods sometimes disagree with the search
strategy [11], that is, they might select a representative that is not among the
solutions that the search would have found first, or might add constraints with
poor propagation for the particular search strategy used. In such cases, it may be
more effective to combine LCG with dynamic methods, such as Symmetry Breaking During Search (SBDS) [14, 1] or Symmetry Breaking by Dominance Detection
(SBDD) [8], since they always agree with the search strategy.
Both SBDS and SBDD can be seen as using symmetric versions of a particular
kind of nogood called decision nogoods to prune symmetric parts of the search
space. Suppose we have a search that fixes a variable to a value at each decision
level. Suppose also that the search node reached via the search decisions d1 , . . . , dk
has no solutions. Then, we can derive the decision nogood ¬(d1 ∧ · · · ∧ dk ). If σ is
a symmetry of the problem, then the symmetric version of the decision nogood is
also valid, that is, ¬(σ(d1 )∧· · ·∧σ(dk )) holds. SBDS and SBDD use this knowledge
to eliminate from the search any other search node that can later be reached by
the set of symmetric decisions {σ(d1 ), . . . , σ(dk )}.
Example 1 Consider a simple constraint problem with variables x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , all
with initial domain {1, 2, 3, 4}, and two constraints: x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 ≤ 8 and
alldiff ({x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 }). All variables in this problem are interchangeable, that is,
every permutation of the variables is a symmetry. Assume that during the search
we make the following two decisions: x1 = 1, x2 = 2. Propagating the alldiff
constraint forces x3 ≥ 3, x4 ≥ 3, which violates the linear constraint. This conflict
leads to the decision nogood ¬(x1 = 1 ∧ x2 = 2). We can apply any of the variable
symmetries in the problem to this nogood to get other valid nogoods, such as
¬(x1 = 1 ∧ x3 = 2) and ¬(x4 = 1 ∧ x1 = 2).
u
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While SBDS and SBDD only use decision nogoods, LCG and Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) solvers use what are known as First Unique Implication Point (1UIP)
nogoods. 1UIP nogoods have empirically been found to be much stronger than
decision nogoods in terms of their pruning power in the non-symmetric case [34].
Clearly, it would be interesting to see if the extra pruning power of 1UIP nogoods
carries over to the symmetric case.
In this paper, we show how to combine an LCG solver with dynamic symmetry breaking methods that, like SBDS, work by posting symmetric nogoods. This
combination can be understood either as extending the LCG solver to post symmetric versions of its 1UIP nogoods, or as extending SBDS to make use of 1UIP
nogoods. We call our new method SBDS-1UIP. The strength of our method comes

from the fact that SBDS only uses simple decision nogoods involving equality literals on the decision variables, whereas the 1UIP nogoods derived by LCG solvers
may involve equality, disequality and inequality literals on any problem variable
(including intermediate variables introduced by the solver). Furthermore, we formally show that SBDS-1UIP is at least as strong as SBDS, and that it can be
strictly stronger on some problems. In fact, SBDS-1UIP allows us to exploit types
of symmetries that no other general symmetry breaking method we are aware of
can exploit.
Finally, we show that, with a slight modification, SBDS-1UIP can be adapted
to exploit almost symmetries [20], that is, symmetries that would appear in the
problem if a small set of constraints was removed from it. Almost symmetries are
important because they appear in many real world problems and can often be
exploited to yield significant speedups. Unfortunately, they are not well behaved
mathematically and it is difficult to adapt traditional symmetry breaking methods such as lex-leader static symmetry breaking constraints [6], SBDS or SBDD
to exploit them. While there are a few theoretical works in this area [16, 17], there
exists only one implementation of a general method for exploiting almost symmetries [20]. Our new method for exploiting almost symmetries using SBDS-1UIP is,
therefore, an important contribution to this area.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides our definitions
and describes LCG and SBDS. Section 3 describes the SBDS-1UIP method, while
Section 4 describes its implementation. Section 5 proves that symmetric 1UIPs are
at least as strong as their associated symmetric decision nogoods, while Section 6
shows that symmetric 1UIPs can be strictly stronger. Section 7, shows how SBDS1UIP can be modified to exploit almost symmetries. Section 8 discussed related
work. Section 9 presents experimental results. And finally, Section 10 concludes.

2 Background
Let vars(O) denote the set of variables of any syntactic object O, |S| denote the
cardinality of set S, ≡ denote syntactic identity, and |= denote logical implication.
A Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is a triple (V, D, C), where V is a set of
variables, D is a set of unary constraints (the domain), and C is a set of constraints.
For each variable x ∈ V , we can see the domain D as containing exactly one unary
constraint of the form x ∈ D(x), where D(x) is a finite set of values defining the
values that variable x can take. Domain D is said to be stronger than domain D0
if D |= D0 .
A pair of P = (V, D, C) is of the form x 7→ d where x ∈ V and d ∈ D(x).
We denote the set of all pairs of P by pairs(P ). A pairset of P is a subset of
pairs(P ), and a valuation of P over X ⊆ V is a pairset that contains exactly one
pair x 7→ d for each variable x ∈ X. Where the identity of P is clear, we omit the
“of P ” part. A constraint c ∈ C over a set X ⊆ V of variables is a set of valuations
over X, and we say that scope(c) = X. Valuation θ over scope(c) is allowed by c
if θ ∈ c. Valuation θ over X ⊆ V satisfies c if scope(c) ⊆ X and the projection of
θ over scope(c) — defined as {x 7→ d | x 7→ d ∈ θ, x ∈ scope(c)} — is allowed by
c. If valuation θ over X ⊆ V does not satisfy constraint c and scope(c) ⊆ X, we
say that θ violates c. For brevity, constraints are usually written intensionally as

formulas (e.g., x1 +x2 = x3 ) from which the allowed valuations can be determined.
A solution of P is a valuation over V that satisfies every c ∈ C.
In an abuse of notation, if a symbol A refers to a set of constraints {c1 , . . . , ck },
we will often also use A to refer to constraint c1 ∧ · · · ∧ ck . This allows us to avoid
repetitive use of conjunction symbols. It should be clear from the context which
meaning we take: if we apply set operators to A like ∈, ∪, ∩, we are treating A as
a set of constraints, while if we apply logical operators to A like ∧, ∨, |=, we are
treating A as a constraint.
Constraint propagation infers new information about the possible values of
variables V from CSP P = (V, D, C) by using the domain D and the constraints
c ∈ C of the problem. The propagator of a constraint c, denoted prop(c), is a
function that maps a domain D to a set U of unary constraints, each of which
is either false or a constraint over a single variable in scope(c), such that each
constraint in U is a logical consequence of c and D. We can use the propagation of
c to create a new stronger domain D0 given by D0 = D ∧ prop(c)(D). Clearly the
two problems P and (V, D0 , C) are equivalent. A propagator prop(c) is a bounds
propagator if U is always a conjunction of inequality literals or {false}.
Propagation is the process or repeatedly applying propagation on all constraints in the problem until no new information is created. Let propfix (C, D) = D0
characterize the propagation engine of our solver, i.e., propfix takes the constraints
C and the current domain D and returns a new stronger domain D0 obtained by
repeatedly applying propagation for every constraint c ∈ C until the domain no
longer changes.
Constraint programming solvers solve a CSP by interleaving search with propagation as follows. We begin with the original problem (V, D, C) at the root of
the search tree. At each node in the search tree, we apply the propagation engine
to the current domain D to determine a new domain D0 = propfix (C, D). If D0
is equivalent to false (i.e., ∃x ∈ V, |D0 (x)| = 0), the subtree has no solution and
the solver backtracks. If all the variables are assigned (i.e., ∀ x ∈ V, |D0 (x)| = 1)
and no constraint is violated, then a solution has been found and the solver can
terminate. If neither of these cases hold, then the solver splits the problem into a
number of more constrained subproblems and searches each of those in turn. The
problem is split by making different decisions di down each branch, e.g., x = 1
down one branch and x 6= 1 down the other, or x ≤ 3 down one and x > 3
down the other, etc. We assume that all decisions are unary constraints of the
form x = v, x 6= v, x ≥ v, x ≤ v. While this is not a strong restriction, it does
rule out some kinds of search. Given a node s in the search tree, we will denote by
DS(s) the sequence [d1 , . . . , dk ] of decisions taken to reach s. Note that s implicitly
represents the CSP (V, D, C ∪ {d1 , . . . , dk }).

2.1 Lazy Clause Generation
Lazy Clause Generation (LCG) extends a constraint propagation solver by recording the effects of propagation in terms of literals, and using this to derive nogoods
during search which are then used as propagators to reduce the search space. A
nogood n is a constraint of the form ¬(l1 ∧ · · · ∧ lk ), where each literal li is a unary
constraint, and n is implied by the problem constraints, i.e., D ∧ C |= n. In other
words, the problem constraints imply that there is no solution in which all li literals

are satisfied. In practice and due to the way propagation works by modifying the
domain of the variables, the literals in a nogood are always either equality literals
(x = d for d ∈ D(x)), disequality literals (x 6= d for d ∈ D(x)), or inequality literals
(x ≥ d or x ≤ d for d ∈ D(x)). Given the nogood ¬(l1 ∧· · ·∧lk ), we shall sometimes
use its equivalent Horn clause representation l1 ∧ · · · ∧ lk−1 → ¬lk . Given two nogoods with complementary terms a and ¬a, we can resolve them together to get a
0
0
new nogood, i.e., ¬(a∧l1 ∧· · ·∧lk )∧¬(¬a∧l10 ∧· · ·∧lm
) |= ¬(l1 ∧· · ·∧ln ∧l10 ∧· · ·∧lm
).
LCG solvers derive nogoods by instrumenting their propagators to explain
each of their propagations using a nogood. In particular, suppose the propagator
for constraint c with current domain D makes a (unary) inference m, i.e., m ∈
prop(c, D) and, therefore, c ∧ D |= m. An explanation for this inference expl (m) is
a nogood l1 ∧ · · · ∧ lk → m such that c |= expl (m) and D |= l1 ∧ · · · ∧ lk . Intuitively,
the nogood expl (m) explains why m has to hold given c and the current domain
D. We can consider expl (m) as the fragment of the constraint c from which we
inferred that m has to hold. When the propagation infers false with explanation
l1 ∧ · · · ∧ lk → false, the associated nogood ¬(l1 ∧ · · · ∧ lk ) is referred to as the
conflicting nogood.
Example 2 Given constraint x ≤ y and current domain x ∈ {3, 4, 5}, the propagator may infer y ≥ 3 with explanation x ≥ 3 → y ≥ 3. If y were known
to have domain {1, 2}, then the propagator might infer false with explanation
x ≥ 3 ∧ y ≤ 2 → false, where ¬(x ≥ 3 ∧ y ≤ 2) is the conflicting nogood.
u
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These explanations form an acyclic implication graph where each node corresponds to a newly inferred literal m obtained by prop(c, D), and there are edges
from each node li , 1 ≤ i ≤ k occurring on the left hand side of expl (m) to m.
Acyclicity follows since we add a new node in the graph m corresponding to a
new inference m ∈ prop(c, D) and, hence, all edges to m are from literals that
were already true in D and hence already exist in the graph. Since we only add
edges from nodes already in the implication graph to new nodes just added to the
implication graph, the graph is always acyclic. Each literal has a decision level,
defined as the depth in the search tree at which the literal was first inferred to be
true. Since the root is defined as depth 0, literals that are true at the root have
decision level 0.
Whenever a conflict is found by an LCG solver, the implication graph can
be analyzed in order to derive a 1UIP nogood which is asserting (always asserts
new information upon backtracking), quite general (still close to the cause of the
conflict) and fast to compute. This is done by repeatedly resolving the conflicting
nogood with explanation nogoods, resulting in a new nogood for the problem, until
it contains at most one literal from the last decision level. Therefore, every time
we have a nogood ¬(a ∧ l1 ∧ · · · ∧ lk ) we look for the explanation of the last inferred
0
→ a, and resolve the two. In terms of the implication graph,
literal a, l10 ∧ · · · ∧ lm
this is the same as eliminating a from the nogood and adding to it the conjunction
of the literals whose edges end in a. Let resolve(n1 , n2 ) denote the resolution of
two nogoods n1 and n2 . The algorithm for deriving the 1UIP nogood is as follows:
derive1UIP()
n := conflicting nogood
while (n has more than one literal in the last decision level)
a := last literal to be inferred among literals in n

n := resolve(n, expl(a))
return n
The one remaining literal from the last decision level in n is called the asserting
literal. Note that we can eliminate from n any literal that is true at the root level
(i.e., any literal with level 0), as such literals are globally true and can be safely
removed.
Example 3 Consider again the simple constraint problem from Example 1 with
variables x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , all with initial domain {1, 2, 3, 4}, and two constraints:
x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 ≤ 8 and alldiff ({x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 }). Figure 1 shows the relevant part
of the implication graph already computed when propagation infers false after the
sequence of decisions [x1 = 1, x2 = 2]. The double boxes indicate decision literals
while the dashed lines partition literals into decision levels. Note that literals which
are true at the 0th level, e.g., x1 ≥ 1 are technically part of explanations, but can
be ignored for the purpose of conflict analysis.
To obtain the 1UIP nogood using the derive1UIP algorithm, we start with the
conflict nogood ¬(x2 ≥ 2 ∧ x3 ≥ 3 ∧ x4 ≥ 3), which contains every literal directly
connected to the false conclusion. We have two literals from the last decision level
(x3 ≥ 3 and x4 ≥ 3). Since x4 ≥ 3 was the last literal to be inferred of those two,
we resolve the current nogood with expl(x4 ≥ 3) ≡ x4 ≥ 2 ∧ x4 6= 2 → x4 ≥ 3,
yielding the new nogood: ¬(x2 ≥ 2 ∧ x3 ≥ 3 ∧ x4 ≥ 2 ∧ x4 6= 2). In other words,
we remove x4 ≥ 3 from the nogood and add to it the conjunction of the literals
whose edges end in x4 ≥ 3, according to the implication graph. Since we still have
two literals from the last decision level (x3 ≥ 3 and x4 6= 2), we choose to resolve
with expl(x3 ≥ 3) ≡ x3 ≥ 2 ∧ x3 6= 2 → x3 ≥ 3, yielding: ¬(x2 ≥ 2 ∧ x3 ≥ 2 ∧ x3 6=
2 ∧ x4 ≥ 2 ∧ x4 6= 2). Since we still have two literals from the last decision level
(x3 6= 2 and x4 6= 2), we choose to resolve with expl(x4 6= 2) ≡ x2 = 2 → x4 6= 2,
yielding: ¬(x2 ≥ 2 ∧ x3 ≥ 2 ∧ x3 6= 2 ∧ x4 ≥ 2 ∧ x2 = 2). Since we still have two
literals from the last decision level (x3 6= 2 and x2 = 2), we choose to resolve with
expl(x3 6= 2) ≡ x2 = 2 → x3 6= 2, yielding: ¬(x2 ≥ 2∧x3 ≥ 2∧x4 ≥ 2∧x2 = 2). At
this point, there is only one literal from the last decision level left (x2 = 2) and we
can terminate. The asserting literal is x2 = 2 and we write the 1UIP nogood as a
Horn clause with this literal as the head, i.e., as x2 ≥ 2∧x3 ≥ 2∧x4 ≥ 2 → x2 6= 2.
Contrast the 1UIP nogood with the decision nogood which just collects all
decision literals that are antecedents of the failure, in this case x1 = 1 ∧ x2 = 2 →
false or equivalently x1 = 1 → x2 6= 2. It propagates that x2 6= 2 strictly less often
than the 1UIP nogood, since x1 = 1 will always ensure that x2 ≥ 2 ∧ x3 ≥ 2 ∧ x4 ≥
2. The propagation in the reverse direction is incomparable, but in practice this
is not the important direction of propagation of the nogood.

2.2 Symmetries
Given a permutation σ on pairs(P ), we extend σ to map a subset θ of pairs(P ) in
the obvious manner: σ(θ) = {σ(x 7→ v) | x 7→ v ∈ θ}. Note that it is possible for
σ to map valuations to non-valuations and vice versa.
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Fig. 1 Implication graph for Example 3. Decision literals are double boxed. Decision levels
are separated by dashed lines.

A solution symmetry of problem P ≡ (V, D, C) is a permutation σ on pairs(P )
that preserves the set of solutions of P [5], that is, σ maps solutions of P to
solutions of P and non-solutions of P to non-solutions of P .
A symmetry group of problem P is a set S of solution symmetries of P , s.t. S is a
group under the operation of function composition, that is, ∀σ1 , σ2 ∈ S. σ1 ·σ2 ∈ S,
∀σ ∈ S. σ −1 ∈ S, and the identity symmetry is in S. The orbit of pairset θ under
the symmetry group S is the set: {σ(θ) | σ ∈ S}. Set S 0 is a generating set of
symmetry group S if it generates S, that is, if its closure under composition and
inverse is equal to S.
Two important kinds of solution symmetry are induced by permuting either
the variables or the values in P . In particular, a permutation s on the variables
in V induces a permutation σs on pairs(P ) by defining σs (x 7→ d) = s(x) 7→ d.
A variable symmetry is a permutation of the variables in P whose induced pair
permutation is a solution symmetry [29]. A set S of value permutations sx , one
for the values in each D(x), x ∈ V , induces a permutation σS on pairs(P ) by
defining σS (x 7→ d) = x 7→ sx (d). A value symmetry is a set of value permutations
whose induced pair permutation is a solution symmetry [29]. Like most other
papers in the area, we only discuss value symmetries where the values are treated
equivalently across variables, i.e. where si = sj for all si , sj ∈ S and, therefore, a
single si serves as a representative of S.
Variable (value) symmetries often appear in the form of interchangeable variables (values) [19], that is, a set of variables (values) W s.t. any permutation of
W is a variable (value) symmetry of the CSP.
Example 4 Consider problem P ≡ (V, D, C), where V ≡ {x1 , x2 , x3 }, D ≡ {xi ∈
{1, . . . , 5} | i ∈ {1, 2, 3}} and C ≡ {alldiff (x1 , x2 , x3 ), x1 + x2 + x3 ≥ 10}. Variables x1 , x2 and x3 are interchangeable since any permutation of V is a variable
symmetry of P . Let S be the set of all permutations of V . Then, S induces a
symmetry group of P and the orbit of valuation θ ≡ {x1 7→ 1, x2 7→ 2, x3 7→ 3}
under S is {{x1 7→ 1, x2 7→ 2, x3 7→ 3}, {x1 7→ 1, x2 7→ 3, x3 7→ 2}, {x1 7→ 2, x2 7→
1, x3 7→ 3}, {x1 7→ 2, x2 7→ 3, x3 7→ 1}, {x1 7→ 3, x2 7→ 1, x3 7→ 2}, {x1 7→ 3, x2 7→
2, x3 7→ 1}}.

DS(p)=[d1 ,...,dk−1 ]

s
dk

¬dk ,∀σ∈Σ:σ(d1 )∧···∧σ(dk−1 )→σ(¬dk )

Fig. 2 Overview of SBDS decision point.

Consider now the problem P ≡ (V, D, C), V ≡ {x1 , x2 , x3 }, D ≡ {xi ∈
{1, . . . , 5} | i ∈ {1, 2, 3}}, C ≡ {alldiff (x1 , x2 , x3 ), x1 6= x2 , x2 6= 2, x3 6= 4}. Values
{1, 3, 5} on {x1 , x2 , x3 } are interchangeable, since any permutation of {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
that fixes 2 and 4 is a value symmetry of P . Let S be the set of all such value
symmetries. Then, S induces a symmetry group of P and the orbit of valuation
θ ≡ {x1 7→ 1, x2 7→ 2, x3 7→ 3} under S is {{x1 7→ 1, x2 7→ 2, x3 7→ 3}, {x1 7→
1, x2 7→ 2, x3 7→ 5}, {x1 7→ 3, x2 7→ 2, x3 7→ 1}, {x1 7→ 3, x2 7→ 2, x3 7→ 5}, {x1 7→
5, x2 7→ 2, x3 7→ 1}, {x1 7→ 5, x2 7→ 2, x3 7→ 3}}.
u
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A special case of solution symmetry, which we will call a valuation symmetry
(originally defined by [25]), occurs when σ maps all the literals of each variable to
the literals of one other variable only, i.e., there exists a variable permutation π s.t.
for all x and v, σ(x 7→ v) = π(x) 7→ v 0 for some v 0 . This subclass of symmetries have
the property that σ always maps a valuation to another valuation. It includes many
common symmetries such as interchangeable variables, interchangeable values, or
interchangeable rows or columns in matrix problems. The advantage of valuation
symmetries is that it is easy to extend a valuation symmetry to map constraints to
constraints, since the mapping on variables is uniform. Given a valuation symmetry
σ, then σ(c) is the constraint with solutions {σ(θ) | θ ∈ c} and scope π(scope(c)).
For non-valuation symmetries this definition may not be meaningful since σ(θ)
may not be a valuation!
Example 5 Consider the n-queens problem modelled with variables x1 , . . . , xn taking values from {1, . . . , n}, where xi = j represents the fact that the queen in the
ith row occurs in the j th column. The solution symmetry σ(xi 7→ j) = xj 7→ i,
which describes a diagonal flip, is clearly not a valuation symmetry since different
pairs for the same variable are mapped to pairs on different variables. When this
symmetry is applied to one of the constraints of the n-queens problem x1 6= x2 + 1,
it maps the solution θ = {x1 7→ 1, x2 7→ 1} of this constraint to the non-valuation
σ(θ) = {x1 7→ 1, x1 7→ 2}.
u
t

2.3 Symmetry Breaking During Search
SBDS can be seen as an instance of the S-excluding search tree method of Backofen
and Will [1], but was independently developed by Gent and Smith [14]. SBDS

solves P ≡ (V, D, C) with set of solution symmetries S by performing a depthfirst search of a tree whose nodes have either zero or two children, with the left
and right children (if any) labelled by search decisions dk (an equality literal)
and ¬dk , respectively.1 The search proceeds as usual until it backtracks to the
right child of a node s. Let DS(s) = [d1 , . . . , dk−1 ], and assume the left child
of s is made with decision dk , as shown in Figure 2. Once the region under the
left child has been explored, every possible assignment that includes d1 ∧ · · · ∧ dk
has been examined and, therefore, we can exclude from the search any symmetric
assignment. SBDS achieves this by posting on the right child of s, for each solution
symmetry σ ∈ S, the constraint σ(d1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ σ(dk−1 ) → σ(¬dk ). Note that since
each di is known to be an equality literal, computing σ(di ) is very easy: let di be
of the form x = d and σ(x 7→ d) be x0 7→ d0 , then σ(di ) = (x0 = d0 ). Further,
σ(¬di ) = ¬σ(di ) = ¬(x0 = d0 ).
SBDS posts the constraint σ(d1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ σ(dk−1 ) → σ(¬dk ) only locally, that
is, on backtracking the constraint is removed. This is not only easy to implement
in a backtracking solver, it is also efficient because once we fail the right branch
we know that the parent node DS(s) = [d1 , . . . , dk−1 ] is failed, and its parent will
post the stronger constraint σ(d1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ σ(dk−2 ) → σ(¬dk−1 ).

3 SBDS-1UIP
Our idea is to extend LCG by posting not only 1UIP nogoods but also their
symmetric versions. For this we need to be able to apply symmetries to nogoods
in such a way that we can efficiently obtain another nogood with the same form.
To do so, we define the application σ(n) of solution symmetry σ of P ≡ (V, C, D)
to nogood n of the form ¬(l1 ∧ · · · ∧ lk ) as ¬(σ(l1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ σ(lk )), and prove that
the result is also a nogood if each li is either an equality or a disequality literal
(inequality literals will be discussed in Section 4.1).
Theorem 1 Let n be of the form ¬(l1 ∧· · ·∧lk ), where each li is either an equality
or a disequality literal. Given a problem P ≡ (V, D, C) and a solution symmetry σ
of P , if n is a nogood of P , then so is σ(n) ≡ ¬(σ(l1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ σ(lk )).
Proof The theorem holds if no solution of P can satisfy σ(n). Let us reason by
contradiction and assume there is a solution θ of P such that θ satisfies σ(n). By
the definition of symmetry, σ −1 (θ) must also be a solution of P .
For any equality literal x = d in l1 ∧ · · · ∧ lk , σ(x 7→ d) must be in θ and,
therefore, x 7→ d must be in σ −1 (θ). Thus, σ −1 (θ) satisfies every equality literal
in l1 ∧ · · · ∧ lk .
For any disequality literal x 6= d in l1 ∧ · · · ∧ lk , σ(x 7→ d) cannot be in θ and,
therefore x 7→ d cannot be in σ −1 (θ). Thus, σ −1 (θ) also satisfies every disequality
literal in l1 ∧ · · · ∧ lk . Since by assumption of nogood, P cannot have a solution
u
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σ −1 (θ) that satisfies every literal in l1 ∧ · · · ∧ lk , θ cannot exist.
Using the above result, SBDS can be explained in terms of nogoods: it simply
detects that d1 ∧ · · · ∧ dk−1 → ¬dk is a nogood and uses it to post the symmetric
1 Note that while SBDS requires d to be an equality literal, that formulation of [1] allows
k
dk to be any constraint.
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Fig. 3 A graph coloring problem where we can exploit additional symmetries.

nogood σ(d1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ σ(dk−1 ) → ¬σ(dk ) as a local constraint under the right child
of node s.
Extending LCG to use 1UIP nogoods is therefore very simple. Upon backtracking of node s, the LCG solver will derive some 1UIP nogood n ≡ (l1 ∧ · · · ∧ lk−1 →
¬lk ). Theorem 1 tells us that every symmetric version of this nogood σ(n) is also
a nogood. Therefore, if σ(n) is not globally satisfied already, we can post σ(n) as
a nogood.

Example 6 Consider the graph coloring problem where we aim to color the nodes
of a graph using a finite number m of colors with no adjacent nodes having the
same color. This can be modeled as CSP P ≡ (V, D, C) where the nodes are the
variables and the colors are the values, that is, where V has one integer variable
for each node, D assigns domain {1, . . . , m} to every variable, and C ensures that
adjacent nodes have different colors. For the graph of Figure 3, V ≡ {x1 , . . . , x10 },
D(xi ) = {1, . . . , 5}, i ∈ {1, . . . , 10}, and for each edge in the graph between node i
and node j, C includes constraint xi 6= xj . Clearly, all 5 colors are interchangeable,
that is, every permutation of the values is a value symmetry.
Assume we have made decisions DS ≡ x1 = 1∧x2 = 2∧x3 = 3∧x4 = 4∧x5 = 5,
and propagation has produced the domains shown in Figure 3. Suppose we decide
to try x6 = 1 next, obtaining by propagation x7 ∈ {2, 3}, x8 ∈ {2, 3}, x9 ∈ {2, 3}
and we then decide to try x7 = 2. This forces x8 = 3, x9 = 3, which conflicts. The
decision nogood from this conflict is: DS ∧ x6 = 1 → x7 6= 2. The 1UIP nogood
obtained from the implication graph shown in Figure 4 by applying the derive1UIP
algorithm to conflict nogood x8 = 3 ∧ x9 = 3 → false is: x8 6= 1 ∧ x8 6= 4 ∧ x8 6=
5 ∧ x9 6= 1 ∧ x9 6= 4 ∧ x9 6= 5 → x7 6= 2.
Upon backtracking from decision x7 = 2, SBDS will not be able to prune
anything, since for every symmetry σ except the identity, σ(DS ∧ x6 = 1) is
inconsistent with DS ∧ x6 = 1 (at least two variables will be assigned to different
values), so the LHS is false and the symmetric nogood is trivially satisfied. In
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Fig. 4 Relevant part of the implication graph for the graph coloring problem.

contrast, SBDS-1UIP will be able to prune. For example, if we apply the value
symmetry between 2 and 3 to the 1UIP nogood, we get: x8 6= 1 ∧ x8 6= 4 ∧ x8 6=
5 ∧ x9 6= 1 ∧ x9 6= 4 ∧ x9 6= 5 → x7 6= 3, which immediately prunes the value of
3 from x7 . Similarly, upon backtracking from decision x6 = 1, SBDS can prune
nothing while SBDS-1UIP can: the 1UIP nogood is x7 6= 4∧x7 6= 5∧x8 6= 4∧x8 6=
5 ∧ x9 6= 4 ∧ x9 6= 5 → x6 6= 1, and we can apply the value symmetries between 1
and 2, and between 1 and 3 to prune values 2 and 3 from x6 .
Interestingly, the other commonly used symmetry breaking techniques are also
powerless here. In particular, as SBDD is equivalent in power to SBDS, it cannot
exploit this symmetry either. Also, the standard lex-leader symmetry breaking
constraint for a value symmetry is: min{i|xi = 1} < · · · < min{i|xi = 5} which
simply states that value 1 has to be used by a “smaller” variable than value 2, etc.
Since all 5 values have already been used in x1 , . . . , x5 and in the right order, the
symmetry breaking constraint is already satisfied and can prune nothing further.
Even the traditional conditional symmetry breaking constraints [13] cannot exploit the symmetries that SBDS-1UIP exploits here. In a graph coloring problem,
we can post conditional symmetry breaking constraints to exploit more symmetries than a static lex-leader symmetry breaking constraint. In particular, since
only the values of the nodes in the current labelled frontier have any effect on the
remaining variables, there are sometimes conditional symmetries in the subproblems. For example, given the current partial assignment, the values of x2 and x3
no longer affect those of x6 , x7 , x8 , x9 , x10 . Thus, we can add the following conditional symmetry: given condition x1 = 1 ∧ x4 = 4 ∧ x5 = 5, the values 2 and
3 are interchangeable on x6 , x7 , x8 , x9 , x10 . However, the symmetry exploited by
SBDS-1UIP is the one between values 1 and 2, and between values 1 and 3, which
are not traditional2 value symmetries of this subproblem.
u
t
We will discuss the difference between the power of these methods in more
detail in Section 6. Note that, in contrast to SBDS, it can be useful in SBDS-1UIP
to post σ(n) as a global rather than as a local constraint. This is because in SBDS,
the decision nogood derived at search node q is always subsumed by that derived
for its parent node and, therefore, it was sufficient to post σ(n) locally. However,
2 They are not value symmetries for all variables in the subproblem: they are for variables
x6 , x7 and x8 , but not for x9 and x10 ,
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Fig. 5 Illustration of the mapping of inequality literal x ≥ 3 under the value symmetry σ
which swaps values 1 and 4.

the 1UIP nogood at the parent does not generally subsume the one at q and,
therefore, posting σ(n) globally might yield additional pruning.

4 Implementing SBDS-1UIP
There are three main issues encountered when implementing SBDS-1UIP. The
first two arise from the need to calculate the symmetric versions of 1UIP nogoods
that might involve inequality literals and might be defined not only on decision
variables but also on intermediate variables. The third issue arises from the need
to give up completeness in order to speedup the search. This section discusses
these three issues in more detail.

4.1 Inequality literals
Propagators often infer inequality constraints (in fact, that is the only constraint
inferred by bounds propagators). However, Theorem 1 assumes the nogoods contain only equality and disequality literals. This is because it is easy to see (and
thus prove) that the application of any symmetry to an equality or disequality
literal is also an equality or disequality literal. This is, however, not so clear when
the symmetry is applied to an inequality literal xi ≥ v. If the symmetry is a valuation symmetry, the meaning is well defined even if it is not necessarily a literal.
But we can extend the notion to an arbitrary solution symmetry σ by noting
that if l is a lower bound for xi ’s original domain, then xi ≥ v is equivalent to
xi 6= l ∧ xi 6= l + 1 ∧ · · · ∧ xi 6= v − 1, and we can apply σ to each inequality literal
separately.
Example 7 Let x be a variable with domain D(x) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, and σ a value
symmetry swapping values 1 and 4. As shown in Figure 5, the set of solutions of
inequality x ≥ 3 (marked by circles) clearly forms a continuous domain, as represented by the lines connecting every possible solution at the top. In contrast, the
set of solutions of σ(x ≥ 3) does not (solutions x = 1 and x = 3 are disconnected
from each other and from the rest). If x ≥ 3 appears in a nogood we can first
convert it into x 6= 1 ∧ x 6= 2 and then apply the symmetry to each disequality
obtaining x 6= 4 ∧ x 6= 2.
u
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Given the above discussion for any σ and variable x with initial domain
{l, . . . , u} we define
V
σ(x ≥ v) = v0 ∈{l,...,v−1} σ(x 6= l)
V
σ(x ≤ v) = v0 ∈{v+1,...,u} σ(x 6= l)
With this extension we have the following corollary to Theorem 1.
Corollary 1 Given a problem P ≡ (V, D, C) and a solution symmetry σ of P , if
n is a nogood of P , then so is σ(n).
u
t
Note that for variable symmetries we can directly map inequality literals to
inequality literals. For other symmetries, each inequality literal may potentially
map to quite a large number of disequality literals. While this can significantly
increase the length of σ(n) compared to that of nogood n, the impact on performance is not high. This is because the cost of propagating nogoods in LCG (and
SAT) solvers is not linear in the length of the nogood [26]. In practice, increasing
the length of the nogood typically does not increase its propagation cost by much.
The only real cost is the memory required to store the longer nogood, which is
rarely a problem on modern computers.

4.2 Intermediate variables
In practice CSPs are not quite as straightforward as the definitions provided in Section 2 make them appear. It is common to model complex constraints using higher
order constructs, which in practice are decomposed into many smaller constraints
by introducing intermediate variables, that is, variables that are not present in the
original model. These variables appear in the constraints that actually are sent
to the solver. For example, a high level model written in the modeling language
MiniZinc [27] is first flattened into primitive constraints using the instance data,
with intermediate variables introduced as necessary. This flattened form is then
given to a solver which may, for example, introduce global propagators implemented by decomposition.
Example 8 Consider the Concert Hall problem where we have k identical halls
and n orders for renting these halls, each order with an associated start time, end
time, and price. We can choose to accept each order or not but, if we accept the
order, we must schedule it in one of the k halls. Two accepted orders that overlap
in time cannot be scheduled in the same hall. The aim is to choose the orders (and
assign them a hall) that maximize the profit we can make. A MiniZinc [27] model
for the Concert Hall problem is as follows:

% ============ Parameters ============
int: n; % number of orders
int: k; % number of halls
set of int: Orders = 1..n;
array[Orders] of int: start;
array[Orders] of int: end;
array[Orders] of int: price;

%
%
%
%

set of possible orders
start[i]: start time for order i
end[i]:
end time for order i
price[i]: price for order i

% o[i,j] = true iff orders i and j overlap
array[Orders,Orders] of bool: o = array2d(Orders, Orders,
[start[i] <= end[j] /\ start[j] <= end[i] | i in Orders, j in Orders]);
% ============ Variables ============
array[Orders] of var 1..k+1: x; % x[i] = j if order i is assigned hall j
var int: total;
% objective var: total profit
% ============ Constraints ============
% orders that overlap cannot be assigned to the same hall
constraint forall (i, j in Orders where i < j /\ o[i,j]) (
forall (v in 1..k) (not(x[i] = v) \/ not(x[j] = v))
);
% objective function
constraint sum (i in Orders)
(bool2int(not(x[i] = k+1)) * price[i]) >= total;
solve maximize total;

When flattening high level constraints into primitive constraints, intermediate
variables might be added to represent the value of some expressions. For example,
for the above model the flattening process will add:
array[Orders,1..k+1] of var bool: neq;
constraint forall (i in Orders, v in 1..k+1)
(neq[i,v] <-> not(x[i] = v));
array[Orders] of var 0..1: b;
constraint forall (i in Orders) (b[i] = bool2int(neq[i,k+1]));

thus introducing intermediate Boolean variables neq[i, v] to represent x[i] 6= v and
intermediate 0-1 integer variables b[i] to represent x[i] 6= k + 1.
Since intermediate variables are not present in the original model, they are
not likely to be covered by any declarations about symmetries. This leads to an
important problem when manipulating 1UIP nogoods. 1UIP nogoods often contain
literals from such intermediate variables. However, if the symmetry was defined
only for the variables in the original model, the solver will be unable to derive the
symmetric versions of the 1UIP nogoods, since the symmetries do not apply to
such literals.
There are several ways to handle this problem. First, we can modify the model
to add any intermediate variables introduced by flattening or by the solver and,
then, either ask the user or use an automatic inference system (such as [23]) to
provide symmetry declarations that include those intermediate variables. Alternatively, we can modify the solver’s conflict analysis algorithm to ensure all literals in
the nogoods it derives only contain variables for which the symmetries are defined.
Example 9 Consider the model of the Concert Hall problem provided in Example 8. In this model, the values in the set {1, . . . , k} (but not k + 1, which indicates
an order that is not accepted) are interchangeable. There are also data-dependent
symmetries: if orders i and j have the same start time, end time and price, in a
given instance of the problem, then the variable permutation that swaps x[i] and
x[j] is a solution symmetry of that instance.

Suppose we want to extend our symmetries to cover the intermediate variables
neq[i, v] and b[i] introduced by the flattening of the model as described in Example 8. Any value symmetry σ permuting the values in {1, . . . , k} on x[i] should also
permute the variables neq[i, v], since they depend on the value of x[i]. However,
b[i] remains invariant, since the truth value of x[i] 6= k + 1 would not be changed
by σ. For example, swapping values of 1 and 2 on x[i] should also swap neq[i, 1]
with neq[i, 2] for each i, and leave the b[i]’s unchanged. Thus, this value symmetry
becomes a variable/value symmetry (that simultaneously swaps the sequence of
pairs hx[i] 7→ 1,neq[i, 1] 7→ 0, neq[i, 1] 7→ 1i with the pairs hx[i] 7→ 2, neq[i, 2] 7→ 0,
neq[i, 2] 7→ f alsei) when extended to the intermediate variables.
Consider now a variable symmetry σ that swaps x[i] and x[j]. Clearly, if we
swap x[i] with x[j], then we must also swap neq[i, v] with neq[j, v] for each v, and
b[i] with b[j]. Thus, this variable symmetry becomes a variable sequence symmetry
(that simultaneously swaps the sequence of variables hx[i], b[i]i with hx[j], b[j]i).
u
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Whenever it is not practical to ask the user to extend the known symmetries
to cover intermediate variables, we modify the solver to prevent any literals on
intermediate variables from appearing in the inferred nogoods. To achieve this, we
first give to the solver the set of variables that are actually covered by the known
symmetries and, importantly, require the search only to make decisions on the
covered variables. All other variables are considered intermediate variables. We
then modify the conflict analysis algorithm described in Section 2.1, by adding an
additional step: if the nogood contains any literal l from an intermediate variable,
we eliminate the nogood by resolving it with the explanation for that literal. This is
guaranteed to be possible if no decisions are made on intermediate variables since,
then, literals on intermediate variables cannot be decision literals and, therefore,
must have an explanation. The conflict analysis will now terminate with a nogood
free of any literals on intermediate variables, for which we know how to calculate
its symmetric versions.
Example 10 Assume the original conflict analysis algorithm has derived the nogood n ≡ ¬(b[1] = 1 ∧ x[2] = 1 ∧ x[3] = 2), which has literals on intermediate
variable b[1]. The modified conflict analysis algorithm will eliminate literal b[1] = 1
by using its explanation neq[1, k + 1] → (b[1] = 1), and then eliminate neq[1, k + 1]
by using its explanation (x[1] 6= k + 1) → neq[1, k + 1]. The resulting nogood is
n ≡ ¬(x[1] 6= k + 1 ∧ x[2] = 1 ∧ x[3] = 2), where all literals are defined on variables
covered by known symmetries.
u
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Requiring search decisions not to be made on intermediate variables is not a
strong restriction, since most search strategies already do this. If the search strategy is specified on the model variables it will automatically meet this requirement.
In fact, this restriction is clearly also a requirement for SBDS, even though we
are unaware of any discussion of this issue in the literature. Note however, that
searching on intermediate variables is sometimes highly useful, as it is the case for
domwdeg search [3] or activity-based search [26]. For these searches, extending the
symmetries to cover the intermediate variables might be quite useful.

4.3 Trading Completeness for Speed
A key requirement for effective symmetry breaking is to find the right balance between the overhead of the method and the pruning it provides. The original SBDS
method [14] is complete, that is, the search is guaranteed to find a single representative of each group of symmetric search nodes (representing symmetric subproblems) and, thus, solutions. While this might be required by some applications,
it can impose a very significant overhead to the search. Some variants of SBDS,
such as the shortcut SBDS method described in the original SBDS paper [14], the
STAB method [30], and the more recent Lightweight Dynamic Symmetry Breaking (LDSB) method [21], sacrifice completeness in order to reduce this overhead.
All three methods disregard any symmetry that cannot immediately be used to
prune something, that is, they disregard symmetry σ if σ(DS) 6= DS (and it is
not obvious that DS |= σ(DS)), where DS is the set of decisions taken to reach
the current node. Such strategies can dramatically reduce the overhead associated
with keeping track of the all symmetries while retaining most (sometimes all) of
the pruning power of complete methods, thus often being faster than the complete
methods.
Our implementation is based on the same ideas. We are only interested in generating symmetric nogoods that can immediately propagate and prune something.
We also do not want to calculate exponentially many symmetric nogoods. Thus,
given a 1UIP nogood l1 ∧ . . . ∧ lk−1 → ¬lk , we calculate its symmetric nogoods
only using symmetries that are: 1) pairwise swaps, 2) map ¬lk to a literal that is
not already true in the current domain, and 3) map every li to a literal that is
already true in the current domain. Further, we compose symmetries in the same
way as LDSB, that is, for each symmetric nogood we find, we apply all the generator symmetries to it again to see if something new can be found. We do this
recursively until we can get no new pruning. Once a symmetric nogood is found,
we handle it just as we do for the 1UIP nogoods derived by the solver, i.e., an
activity count is kept for each nogood and it is incremented whenever the nogood
is used. Periodically, when the number of nogoods becomes too high, the least
active half of the nogoods are removed.
Our implementation of SBDS-1UIP is described by procedure sbds-1uip in Figure 6. The procedure receives a nogood B0 → h0 of a given problem P , a generating
set S of the symmetry group of P to be exploited, and the current domain D. We
immediately propagate the nogood—since the body B0 must be true in D, we
simply need to add the head h0 to D (line 2). The algorithm keeps track of newly
discovered nogoods N ew, which initially contains only B0 → h0 (line 3). For each
new nogood B → h and each symmetry σ ∈ S, we create the symmetric version
B 0 → h0 (lines 7-8). If the symmetric body B 0 is true in D and the head h0 is not,
we add the symmetric version to the new nogoods and propagate it by adding h0
to D (lines 9-11).
Note that a nogood cannot be added twice since its head will already be true
in D. Note also that, since the sbds-1uip procedure disregards some nogoods inside
the while loop, it might miss some symmetric nogoods that would have otherwise
been obtained by composition.
Example 11 Consider the 1UIP nogood from Example 3: x2 ≥ 2 ∧ x3 ≥ 2 ∧ x4 ≥
2 → x2 6= 2 which, after replacing inequalities by disequalities, appears as x2 6=

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

sbds-1uip(B0 → h0 , S, D)
D := D ∪ {h0 }
N ew := {B0 → h0 }
while (∃B → h ∈ N ew)
N ew := N ew \ {B → h}
for σ ∈ S
h0 := σ(h)
B 0 := {σ(l) | l ∈ B}
if (D |= B 0 and D 6|= h0 )
D := D ∪ {h0 }
N ew := N ew ∪ {B 0 → h0 }

Fig. 6 The SBDS-1UIP algorithm.

1 ∧ x3 6= 1 ∧ x4 6= 1 → x2 6= 2. This nogood was inferred after failure was detected
due to decisions x1 = 1 and x2 = 2. Then, the procedure examines the generating
set S ≡ {σ1 , σ2 , σ3 }, where variable symmetry σ1 swaps x1 and x2 , σ2 swaps x2
and x3 , and σ3 swaps x3 and x4 (which generates the symmetry group where these
three variables are interchangeable). Symmetry σ1 gives x1 6= 1 ∧ x3 6= 1 ∧ x4 6=
1 → x1 6= 2, which is redundant since x1 6= 2 is already known to hold. Symmetry
σ2 gives x3 6= 1 ∧ x2 6= 1 ∧ x4 6= 1 → x3 6= 2, which causes x3 6= 2 to be added to D
and is added to N ew. Symmetry σ3 gives x2 6= 1∧x4 6= 1∧x3 6= 1 → x2 6= 2 which
is also redundant. Applying the elements of the generating set to this discovered
nogood only adds the nogood x4 6= 1 ∧ x2 6= 1 ∧ x3 6= 1 → x4 6= 2 to N ew and
x4 6= 2 to D. Applying the generating set to this nogood adds nothing to N ew
and the process finishes.
u
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5 SBDS-1UIP vs SBDS
It is difficult to analyse the power of SBDS-1UIP, since it depends on the strength
of the propagators used and the way in which they explain their propagations.
However, we can show that under some fairly reasonable assumptions regarding
the monotonicity and symmetricity properties of the solver’s propagation engine, a
complete SBDS-1UIP system (i.e., one that applies all symmetries in the problem
to its nogoods) is at least as strong as the complete SBDS method. Intuitively, a
propagation engine is monotonic if when given a smaller domain as input, it always
returns a smaller domain as output. It is symmetric if when given a symmetric
domain as input, it returns a symmetric domain as output. More formally:
Definition 1 The propagation engine propfix (C, D) is monotonic if whenever
D0 |= D, then propfix (C, D0 ) |= propfix (C, D).
Definition 2 Let S be a symmetry group of P ≡ (V, D, C). The propagation engine propfix (C, D) is symmetric w.r.t. S if: ∀σ ∈ SVand ∀l, d1 , . . . , dk ∈ lit(P ) where
d1 , . . . , dk are decision literals, if propfix (C, D ∧ kj=1 dj ) |= l, then propfix (C, D ∧
Vk
j=1 σ(dj )) |= σ(l).
Theorem 2 below tells us that, for the monotonic and symmetric propagation
engines, the symmetric versions of the 1UIP nogoods are at least as powerful as the
symmetric versions of the decision nogoods in terms of their ability to find failure

in subproblems. In the next section, we show that SBDS-1UIP can be strictly
stronger than SBDS for some problems.
Theorem 2 Let S be a symmetry group of problem P ≡ (V, D, C), ndec ≡ ¬(d1 ∧
· · · ∧ dk ) be the decision nogood derived from the failure of subproblem P 0 ≡
(V, D, C ∪ {d1 , . . . , dk }), and n1uip ≡ ¬(l1 ∧ · · · ∧ lm ) be the 1UIP nogood derived
from P 0 . If the propagation engine propfix (C, D) is monotonic and symmetric for
S, then for any σ ∈ S, and any fixpoint domain D0 = propfix (C, D0 ), if D0 violates
σ(ndec ), then it also violates σ(n1uip ).
Proof Suppose domain D0 violates σ(ndec ), i.e., all the σ(di ) are true in D0 . By
assumption, the decisions d1 , . . . , dk in subproblem P 0 were enough forVthe propagation engine to infer each of l1 , . . . , lm and, therefore, propfix (C, D ∧ kj=1 dj ) |=
lV
i , 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Hence, since the propagation engine is symmetric propfix (C, D ∧
k
σ(dj )) |= σ(li ), 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Since D0 |= D and, by assumption D0 |=
Vkj=1
σ(dj ), we have by monotonicity that D0 = propfix (C, D0 ) |= propfix (C, D ∧
Vj=1
k
0
u
t
j=1 σ(dj )) |= σ(li ), 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Hence, D also violates σ(n1uip ).
A sufficient (and very common) condition for the propagation engine to be
monotonic is for all the individual propagators to be monotonic. A sufficient condition for the propagation engine to be symmetric w.r.t. a valuation symmetry
group S is for every propagator to have a symmetric counterpart of the same
propagation strength. That is, ∀c ∈ C, ∀σ ∈ S, there is a propagator for σ(c) such
that σ(propfix ({c}, D)) = propfix ({σ(c)}, σ(D)).
Example 12 Consider problem P ≡ ({x1 , x2 , x3 }, D, {x1 6= x2 , x2 6= x3 , x3 6= x1 })
where variables x1 , x2 , x3 are interchangeable. Every permutation of these variables gives a valuation symmetry. If the propagators for all three constraints are
of the same consistency level (e.g., all domain consistent, or all checking only),
then the propagation engine is symmetric. If on the other hand, the propagator
for x1 6= x2 and x2 6= x3 are domain consistent but the propagator for x3 6= x1 is
only checking, then the engine is not symmetric. For example, given x2 = 1, the
propagation engine will remove 1 from the domain of x1 and x3 , but given x3 = 1,
it will only remove the value of 1 from x2 ’s domain.
Consider another problem P ≡ ({x1 , x2 , x3 }, D, {x1 = x2 , x2 = x3 } where
variables x1 , x2 , x3 are again interchangeable. Every permutation of these variables gives a valuation symmetry. However, the propagation engine may not be
symmetric, as the symmetry σ that swaps x2 and x3 maps x1 = x2 to x1 = x3 ,
which is not directly implemented by a propagator. If the propagators for x1 = x2
and x2 = x3 are only checking, then the engine can detect that x1 = 1, x2 = 2
fails, but will not detect that x1 = 1, x3 = 2 fails.
Most of the symmetries in the problems studied in the literature are valuation
symmetries. Indeed, this property may be either guaranteed by the method used to
determine the symmetries of the problem (e.g. [10, 22, 2]), or automatically proved
(e.g. [24]). It is also typical for solvers to use the same strength of propagation for
constraints of the same type. Since symmetries often map constraints to constraints
of the same type, propagation engines are often symmetric.

6 Difference in power between complete methods
As proved by [31], the search tree explored by SBDS for a given problem P with
symmetry group S is a GE-tree. That is, a tree for which (a) no two nodes are
symmetric according to S, and (b) the tree contains a representative of every
solution of P (i.e., for every solution θ of P , either θ or a solution in its orbit under
S appears in the tree). Therefore, it may seem surprising that SBDS-1UIP can do
better, as shown by Example 6. This is because, in constructing the minimal GEtree, SBDS will visit nodes that are the root of completely failed subtrees, even
though it will never visit more than one symmetric version of each such node.
SBDS-1UIP is able to visit fewer nodes that are the root of completely failed
subtrees.
This is in fact due to the vastly different strengths of decision nogoods and 1UIP
nogoods. A decision nogood is derived via exhaustive search and tells us that the
subtree which we have just fully explored is failed. It does not allow us to prune any
other subtree in the search tree. Thus, the symmetric versions of decision nogoods
can only prune a subtree for which we have already explored a symmetric version.
A 1UIP nogood on the other hand, is derived through constraint resolution and
gives us a sufficient set of conditions for the failure to occur again anywhere else
in the search. This sufficient set of conditions may occur in many other subtrees
of the search tree, allowing the 1UIP nogood to prune these subtrees. Thus, the
symmetric versions of a 1UIP nogood can correctly prune a subtree even though we
may never have examined a symmetric version of it before. This occurs frequently
in problems with local structure, where SBDS-1UIP is able to exploit a symmetry
locally in the sub-component of a problem that is the actual cause of failure, even
when the symmetry may be broken outside of that sub-component.
Example 13 Consider the graph coloring problem given in Example 6. The 1UIP
nogood derived after the failure of search decisions x1 = 1, x2 = 2, x3 = 3, x4 =
4, x5 = 5, x6 = 1 is: x7 6= 4 ∧ x7 6= 5 ∧ x8 6= 4 ∧ x8 6= 5 ∧ x9 6= 4 ∧ x9 6= 5 → x6 6= 1.
Thus, SBDS-1UIP identified the sub-component that caused the failure as the one
formed by the variables x6 , x7 , x8 , x9 , their current domains, and the constraints
linking them. The value symmetries that interchange every two values apply to
this nogood regardless of the fact that x1 , . . . , x5 were labeled to values that broke
all these symmetries globally. And the symmetric versions of this 1UIP nogood can
prune the search node reached by decisions x1 = 1, x2 = 2, x3 = 3, x4 = 4, x5 =
5, x6 = 2, even though the two valuations do not actually lie in the same orbit!
Thus, the method is able to infer the failure of this search node despite the fact
that we have never examined any of its symmetric counterparts before.
u
t
The situation is similar when using static symmetry breaking with the standard lex-leader constraints, since as soon as all values have been (correctly) used
in the past decisions (as it is the case in the above graph coloring example), the
symmetry breaking constraint is satisfied and causes no more pruning. The advantage for SBDS-1UIP comes from the LCG solver being able to give us very
precise information about which variables are involved in the conflict. This allows
SBDS-1UIP to be strictly stronger than complete methods like SBDS, SBDD or
lex-leader symmetry breaking constraints.

7 Breaking Almost Symmetries with SBDS-1UIP
While symmetries occur frequently in constraint problems, it is more common for
constraint problems arising from real world situations to contain almost symmetries, that is, symmetries that hold for all but a few constraints in the problem. As
mentioned before, such symmetries are not well behaved mathematically, which
makes it difficult to adapt traditional symmetry breaking techniques like lex-leader
constraints, SBDS or SBDD to exploit them. Previous work on almost symmetries
has concentrated on exploiting them by first transforming the original problem P
into a related problem P 0 where the symmetries are restored, and then applying
the traditional symmetry breaking techniques to P 0 [7, 16, 17, 20]. In this section
we show that, with a slight modification, SBDS-1UIP can also be used to exploit
almost symmetries.
Definition 3 An almost symmetry σ of P ≡ (V, D, C) is a permutation on
pairs(P ) for which ∃Hσ ⊆ C s.t. σ is a solution symmetry of P 0 ≡ (V, D, C \ Hσ ).
We call Hσ a breaking set of σ w.r.t. P .
Definition 4 An almost symmetry group of P ≡ (V, D, C) is a set S of almost
symmetries of P for which ∃HS ⊆ C, s.t. S is a symmetry group of P 0 ≡ (V, D, C \
HS ). We call HS a breaking set of S w.r.t. P .
The intuition behind almost symmetries is that the set of constraints Hσ should
be a relatively small subset of C, such that if Hσ were removed from the problem,
σ would be a symmetry of the resulting problem. Each symmetry σ and symmetry
group S of P is a special case of almost symmetries where the sets of constraints
Hσ and HS are empty. Given an almost symmetry σ, if Hσ is small relative to C,
it is likely for an LCG solver to be able to exploit σ and prune significant parts of
the search space. This is because in an LCG solver, each nogood n is derived from
a certain subset of the constraints m(n) ⊆ C, i.e., m(n) ∧ D |= n. In particular, n
is generated either by propagating constraint c, in which case m(n) = {c}, or by
resolving two nogoods n1 and n2 together, in which case m(n) = m(n1 ) ∪ m(n2 ).
As the following theorem states, if m(n) is disjoint from Hσ , the symmetry can
be exploited.
Theorem 3 Given almost symmetry σ and nogood n of P ≡ (V, D, C), if m(n)
and Hσ are disjoint, then σ(n) is a valid nogood of P .
Proof Consider the problem P 0 ≡ (V, D, C \ Hσ ). By definition, σ is a symmetry
of P 0 . Also, since C \ Hσ |= m(n) and m(n) |= n, we have that n is a nogood of
P 0 and by Corollary 1 we have that σ(n) is a correct nogood for P 0 . Since P can
be obtained by simply adding constraints to P 0 , σ(n) is also a correct nogood for
P.
u
t
Theorem 3 tells us that in order to decide whether we can apply almost symmetry σ to nogood n to get another valid nogood, we simply need to know Hσ
and m(n).
Example 14 Consider the graph coloring problem introduced in Example 6. If two
vertices (that is, variables) in a given graph have the same set of neighbors, then
they are symmetric (a variable symmetry). While the set of neighbors is often not
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Fig. 7 A graph coloring problem where we can exploit almost symmetries.

the same, it is often similar. Consider variables x1 and x2 in the graph of Figure 7,
where the number of colors is 4. Since the two variables have almost the same set
of neighbors, we can exploit the almost symmetry σ which swaps x1 and x2 with
Hσ ≡ {x1 6= x3 , x2 6= x4 }.
Suppose we try x5 = 1, x1 = 2. Propagation forces x6 , x7 , x8 ∈ {3, 4} which
eventually fails and gives us the 1UIP nogood: x6 6= 1 ∧ x7 6= 1 ∧ x8 6= 1 → x1 6= 2.
The set of constraints used to derive this nogood is: m(n) ≡ {x1 6= x6 , x1 6=
x7 , x1 6= x8 , x5 6= x6 , x5 6= x7 , x5 6= x8 , x6 6= x7 , x6 6= x8 , x7 6= x8 }. Clearly,
m(n) ∩ Hσ ≡ ∅ and, thus, Theorem 3 applies and the symmetric nogood x6 6=
1 ∧ x7 6= 1 ∧ x8 6= 1 → x2 6= 2 is also valid, allowing us to immediately prune 2
from the domain of x2 .
u
t

Given an almost symmetry group S, our implementation pre-computes Hσ
for every σ ∈ S and uses a bit-vector for each nogood n to keep track of its
m(n), where each bit in the bit-vector represents a constraint c that appears in
some Hσ for some almost symmetry σ ∈ S. The bit-vectors tend to be short,
since |Hσ | is typically small as, otherwise, the symmetry is too broken for almost
symmetry techniques to improve execution in any case. If n was generated by
propagating constraint c, m(n) is set to {c} by setting the appropriate bit in
the bit-vector to one. If n was generated by resolving two nogoods n1 and n2 ,
m(n) is set to m(n1 ) ∪ m(n2 ) by bitwise joining the bit-vectors of n1 and n2 .
Finally, we also need to keep track of m(n) for nogoods n that are generated as
symmetric versions n = σ(n0 ) of a previously calculated nogood n0 . We assume an
algorithm map(σ, m) that returns a set of constraints c0 such that if m |= n, then
c0 |= σ(n). For valuation symmetries we can define map(σ, m) = {σ(c) | c ∈ m(n)},
assuming that σ(c) is a constraint appearing in the problem. Note that we can
always define map(σ, m) = HS , which is safe but will hamper the effectiveness of
almost symmetries.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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almost-sbds-1uip(B0 → h0 , m, S, D)
D := D ∪ {h0 }
N ew := {(B0 → h0 , m)}
while (∃(B → h, m) ∈ N ew)
N ew := N ew \ {(B → h, m)}
for σ ∈ S
if Hσ ∩ m 6= ∅ continue
h0 := σ(h)
B 0 := {σ(l) | l ∈ B}
if (D |= B 0 ∧ ¬(D |= h0 ))
D := D ∪ {h0 }
N ew := N ew ∪ {(B 0 → h0 , map(σ, m)}

Fig. 8 The SBDS-1UIP algorithm for almost symmetries.

The revised SBDS-1UIP procedure almost-sbds-1uip is shown in Figure 8, where
we assume the original call has argument m = m(n) for initial nogood n ≡ B0 →
h0 . Note that, as for full symmetries, in our implementation S is not the full
symmetry group and, instead, it only contains a small set of symmetries (the
pairwise swaps) that is recursively composed. The main two differences with the
algorithm of Figure 6 are (a) that every element in N ew is a tuple containing not
only a nogood but also its associated set of constraints m, and (b) that symmetric
versions of a nogood n are only considered for symmetries whose breaking set Hσ
is disjoint with m(n) (line 7).

8 Related Work
The theoretical foundations of how symmetric nogoods can be used to exploit
symmetries in propositional formulas was first given in [18]. Two approaches were
proposed there: SR-I which infers symmetric nogoods from global symmetries; and
SR-II which infers symmetric nogoods from local symmetries. These approaches
are analogous to those given by Theorem 1 and Theorem 3, but restricted to
Boolean variables and clausal constraints. No implementation or experimental
evaluation of the proposed system were given in this work. Dynamic symmetry
breaking techniques such as SBDS and SBDD can be considered implementations
of the extension of SR-I to the more general class of constraint problems involving
finite domain variables and arbitrary constraints. However, since they are only
capable of using decision nogoods, they lose much of the power afforded by SR-I
and they are incapable of using SR-II. In this paper, we produce a practical implementation of the SR-I and SR-II approaches for general constraint problems
by combining LCG, which allows for the use of resolution to derive new nogoods,
with SBDS.
As mentioned before, while there have been several other theoretical works on
exploiting almost symmetries in constraint problems [16, 17], we are only aware of
one previous implementation of a general method for exploiting almost symmetries [20]. The general idea to exploit the almost symmetry group S is to decompose
the problem P ≡ (V, D, C) into two parts: P1 which contains C \ HS and is fully
symmetric, and P2 which contains HS . Traditional symmetry breaking methods
can be applied to P1 and any solutions can be extended to P2 . In [20] the authors
propose a clever variant of this general idea where, rather than treating P1 and P2

as separate problems, an additional channeling constraint merges them into one
fully symmetric problem P 0 . Traditional symmetry breaking methods are then
applied to P 0 , and each solution of P 0 converted to a solution of P .
Let VB = vars(C \ HS ), VH = vars(HS ), VBH = VB ∩ VH , and VH\B =
VH \ VB . P1 and P2 are obtained from P as follows: P1 ≡ (VB , DVB , C \ HS ) and
0
0
0
0
P2 ≡ (VBH
∪ VH\B , DVBH
∪VH\B , HS ), where VBH contains a copy of each variable
in VBH , and HS0 is formed by replacing in every c ∈ HS any variable in VBH with
0
its shadow copy in VBH
. Note that S is now a full symmetry group on P1 .
Example 15 Consider a simple graph coloring problem P ≡ (V, D, C) with domains: x1 , x2 , x3 ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and constraints: C ≡ {x1 6= x2 , x2 6= x3 , x3 6= x1 , x1 6=
1, x2 6= 2}. Consider the symmetry group S formed by any permutation of the values in {1,2,3}. We have HS ≡ {x1 6= 1, x2 6= 2}, VB = {x1 , x2 , x3 }, VH = {x1 , x2 },
0
VBH = {x1 , x2 } and VH\B = ∅. We create shadow variables VBH
= {x01 , x02 } yielding P1 ≡ ({x1 , x2 , x3 }, x1 , x2 , x3 ∈ {1, 2, 3}, {x1 6= x2 , x2 6= x3 , x3 6= x1 }) where S
holds, and P2 ≡ ({x01 , x02 }, x01 , x02 ∈ {1, 2, 3}, {x01 6= 1, x02 6= 2}).
u
t
P1 and P2 are then merged into one problem P 0 to which we add a symmetry
variable sv whose domain is S, and a channeling constraint Q such that θ ∈
solns(Q) iff: ∀σ ∈ S, ∀x ∈ V2 , ∀x0 ∈ V20 where x0 is the shadow version of x, we
0
have (θ(sv) = σ) → θ(x0 ) = σ(θ)(x). That is, the channeling constraint forces VBH
to take on the values that VBH would take if we had applied σ to the valuation of
VB . The new problem P 0 is fully symmetric. Every solution θ of P corresponds to
an orbit of solutions in P 0 and, conversely, every solution θ0 of P 0 corresponds to
a solution θ of P .

Example 16 In the problem from Example 15, we add new variable sv and domain
constraint sv ∈ S and we post the constraint Q given by (sv = σ) → (x01 =
σ(1) ∧ x02 = σ(2)). Thus, for the solution x1 = 1, x2 = 2, x3 = 3 and sv equal
to the symmetry that swaps 1 and 3 leaving other values unchanged, denoted
(1 ↔ 3), Q forces x01 = 3, x02 = 2.
The solution of P given by x1 = 2, x2 = 1, x3 = 3 corresponds to the following
solutions of P 0 : {x1 = 2, x2 = 1, x3 = 3, sv = id, x01 = 2, x02 = 1}, {x1 = 2, x2 =
3, x3 = 1, sv = (2 ↔ 3), x01 = 2, x02 = 1}, . . . , {x1 = 3, x2 = 1, x3 = 2, sv = (1 ↔
3), x01 = 2, x2 = 1}, where id is the identity and v1 ↔ v2 represents a symmetry
that swaps values v1 and v2 , leaving the rest unchanged.
Conversely, suppose θ0 is a solution of P 0 for which θ0 (sv) = σ, then θ defined
as ∀x ∈ VB , θ(x) = σ(θ0 )(x) and ∀x ∈ V3 , θ(x) = θ0 (x), is a solution of P . In
our example, x1 = 1, x2 = 2, x3 = 3, sv = σ, x01 = 3, x02 = 1, where σ maps 1
to 3, 2 to 1, and 3 to 2, is a solution of P 0 . The corresponding solution of P is
x1 = 3, x2 = 1, x3 = 2.
u
t
In our experiments we will break symmetries in P 0 using SBDS-1UIP with
this remodeling method and compare these results to those obtained by breaking
almost symmetries directly with our method.

9 Experiments
9.1 Exploiting Symmetries
We now provide experimental evidence that SBDS-1UIP can be much stronger
than SBDS on some problems, and that symmetry breaking can work well with
lazy clause generation. To do this we extended Chuffed, which is a state of the
art LCG solver, with three different versions of SBDS. The first version (denoted
by dec in the tables) only uses symmetric versions of decision nogoods (in addition to the 1UIP itself, of course, as all versions implemented within Chuffed).
The second version (1UIP) only uses symmetric versions of 1UIP nogoods. And
the third version (crippled) only uses symmetric versions of 1UIP nogoods whose
associated symmetric decision nogood would have caused pruning, that is, posts
σ(n1uip ) only if σ(ndec ) can prune something. This is to show that the symmetries that only SBDS-1UIP can exploit can give additional speedup. We compare
against Chuffed with no symmetry breaking (none) and with standard lex-leader
symmetry breaking constraints (static). Finally, we compare against the Gecode
implementation of LDSB (LDSB), which gives the fastest execution with dynamic
symmetry breaking on the first two problems we examine, beating GAP-SBDS and
GAP-SBDD by significant margins. Note that all methods run are incomplete, in
the sense that they might only obtain a subset of all possible symmetric nogoods.
All versions of Chuffed are run on Xeon Pro 2.4GHz processors. The results for
LDSB were run on a Core i7 920 2.67 GHz processor.
The first two problems we examine are Concert Hall Scheduling and Graph
Coloring, introduced in Example 8 and Example 6, respectively. These problems
have a distributed constraint structure, that is, their failures are often only the
result of the interaction of a few local constraints. Hence, they tend to generate
small local 1UIP nogoods. The instances are randomly generated following [19]
to be highly symmetrical. The problems are directly defined in C++ for Chuffed
and Gecode for LDSB, and they do not require temporary variables (they are
available at http://www.cmears.id.au/symmetry/symcache.tar.gz). For
the Concert Hall problem all instances have 8 identical halls and N orders are
generated in partitions of uniformly distributed size, with all orders in a partition
being identical (i.e., having the same start time, end time and price). Thus, the
8 halls (values) are interchangeable and all orders within a partition (variables)
are also interchangeable. There are 20 randomly generated instances per N . For
the Graph Coloring problem, N nodes are partitioned so that each partition (of
maximum size 8) is either an independent set or a complete graph, and each
subgraph with nodes in two partitions is either an independent or a complete
bipartite graph. Instances are divided into classes according to how the partition
sizes are distributed (“uniform” or “biased”). Again, there are 20 instances of
each class. Colors (values) are interchangeable, as are nodes (variables) within
each partition. Our tables group the 20 instances by size N , so that the times and
number of fails displayed in the tables are the mean run times and fails for the
instances of each size. A timeout of 600 seconds per instance was used.
The results are shown in Tables 1 and 2. LDSB and dec fail to solve a few
instances. 1UIP, crippled and static all solve every instance in the benchmarks. In
fact, the set of instances for Graph Coloring, which is of an appropriate size for
normal CP solvers, is a bit too easy for lazy clause solvers such as Chuffed, which

Table 1 Comparison of three SBDS implementations in Chuffed, static symmetry breaking
in Chuffed, and LDSB in Gecode, on the Concert Hall Scheduling problem

N
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40

Chuffed
none
1UIP
crippled
Time
Fails Time Fails Time Fails
259.8 686018 0.04
84 0.05
130
381.5 749462 0.07 181 0.08
299
576.9 1438509 0.10 275 0.11
316
483.4 1189930 0.10 282 0.19
677
530.7 1282797 0.68 1611 1.12 2613
581.3 1251980 0.27 761 0.53 2042
542.4 936019 0.40 1522 1.01 4845
600.0 1039051 1.10 2636 3.22 8761
600.0 1223864 1.40 3156 5.02 13606
600.0 1027778 1.91 5053 12.56 26556
600.0 1447604 2.96 6648 10.27 27028

dec
Time
Fails
0.07
350
0.17
1207
0.78
3426
2.26
5605
3.64 10530
19.52 48474
21.48 65157
19.86 48837
59.70 131142
82.77 178170
102.1 219454

static
Time Fails
0.05
134
0.07
183
0.15
486
0.25
685
0.42 1041
0.52 2300
1.31 5712
1.60 4406
2.37 5707
3.51 10518
6.40 18169

Gecode
LDSB
Time
Fails
0.01
496
0.07
3285
0.04
913
0.11
2895
0.83
21738
20.19 530100
1.27
49382
43.79 2128875
10.25 275917
37.37 564961
13.07 164685

is clear from the run times. Note that dec cannot compete with LDSB on Concert
Hall Scheduling because LDSB is more aggressive in generating symmetric nogoods
arising from compositions of generators.
Comparison between dec and 1UIP shows that posting symmetric 1UIP nogoods is better than symmetric decision nogoods. Comparison between crippled
and 1UIP shows that the additional symmetries that we can only exploit with
SBDS-1UIP indeed gives us reduced search and additional speedup. Comparison
with static shows that dynamic symmetry breaking can be superior to static symmetry breaking on appropriate problems. The comparison with LDSB shows that
lazy clause solvers can be much faster than normal CP solvers, and that they
retain this advantage when integrated with symmetry breaking methods. It also
shows (by proxy) that SBDS-1UIP is superior to GAP-SBDS or GAP-SBDD on
these problems.
The total speed difference between 1UIP and dec is up to 2 orders of magnitude
for the Concert Hall problems and up to 4 orders of magnitude for the Graph Coloring problems. Most of this speedup can be explained by the dramatic reduction
in search space, which is apparent from the node counts in the results table. The
redundancies exploited by lazy clause solvers are different from those redundancies caused by symmetries, and it is very clear here that by exploiting both at
the same time with SBDS-1UIP, we get much higher speedups than possible with
either of them separately. It should also be noted that Chuffed with static symmetry breaking (static) is reasonably fast (only about 2 times slower for Concert
Hall) even though it cannot exploit the extra redundancies that SBDS-1UIP can,
it has very low overhead (as shown by Graph Coloring) and integrates well with
lazy clause generation.
Graph Coloring and Concert Hall Scheduling are problems with a structure
that exposes the advantages of SBDS-1UIP. We also consider a more standard set
of problems with symmetries. The results, presented in Table 3, show that once
we have learning, static symmetry breaking is highly competitive. The advantage
of 1UIP over dec arises from taking advantage of locality in the constraint graph.
For problems where every variable is tightly constrained with every other variable
it has no advantage over dec and, hence, it is also usually surpassed by static

Table 2 Comparison of three SBDS implementations in Chuffed, static symmetry breaking
in Chuffed, and LDSB in Gecode, on the Graph Coloring problems

Size
30
32
34
36
38
40

Size
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40

none
1UIP
Time
Fails Time Fails
140.7 282974 0.00
14
211.4 390392 0.00
17
213.9 272772 0.00
25
195.9 296358 0.00
36
224.0 297138 0.00
55
250.9 423326 0.00
83

Uniform
Chuffed
crippled
dec
static
Time Fails Time Fails Time Fails
0.06 474 0.26 3049 0.02 277
0.00 146 0.24 3677 0.00
84
0.29 1182 3.53 11975 0.03 433
0.04 467 6.91 23842 0.01 200
0.04 516 23.55 69480 0.03 526
0.31 1879 21.07 78918 0.06 878

none
1UIP
Time
Fails Time Fails
13.25 39551 0.00
27
11.53 63984 0.00
25
66.60 154409 0.00
35
74.77 277290 0.00
55
130.5 280649 0.00
62
267.6 480195 0.00 101
331.7 600772 0.01 232
219.9 387213 0.20 806
442.6 709888 0.01 317
382.5 631403 0.10 798
465.6 531285 0.02 410

Biased
Chuffed
crippled
dec
static
Time Fails Time
Fails Time Fails
0.00
32 0.01
639 0.00
29
0.00
34 0.02
727 0.00
25
0.00
47 0.07
1992 0.00
32
0.00
93 0.12
3385 0.00 104
0.00
84 0.58
6402 0.00 103
0.01 239 10.48 43835 0.01 359
0.24 1597 9.98 44216 0.16 1864
0.40 1946 10.26 47470 0.45 1730
0.04 857 27.39 113252 0.80 3226
1.01 5569 31.63 138787 4.12 9413
0.36 2660 24.68 91847 0.12 2133

Gecode
LDSB
Time
Fails
0.32
51331
0.16
14324
4.26 629905
3.99 446275
7.42 912076
21.24 2605242
Gecode
LDSB
Time
Fails
0.00
65
0.00
301
0.02
2149
0.02
4117
0.62 137965
18.47 2562808
29.98 3746913
54.31 8365913
43.93 5488843
76.00 7861140
52.05 7413304

symmetry breaking. Note that on these examples dec and 1UIP always find exactly
the same set of solutions, but sometimes static symmetry breaking finds less (since
dec and 1UIP are incomplete).

9.2 Exploiting Almost Symmetries
We have extended Chuffed to support almost symmetries as described in Section 7. We compare four methods for handling almost symmetries, all of them
running under Chuffed: 1) ignore all almost symmetries, but exploit full symmetries if any exist using standard lex-leader symmetry breaking constraints (denoted by Lex-FullOnly in the tables); 2) use SBDS-1UIP to exploit both types
of symmetries (1UIP-All); and use the remodeling method as described in Section 8 to exploit both types of symmetries using either 3) lex-leader symmetry breaking (Remodel-Lex-ALL) or 4) SBDS-1UIP (Remodel-1UIP-All). We use
the following four problems (all models and instances are available at http:
//www.csse.unimelb.edu.au/˜pjs/almostsym/).
Black Hole Problem The Black Hole Problem [12] seeks a solution to the Black
Hole patience game. In this game the 52 playing cards (of a standard 52-card deck)
are laid out in 17 piles of 3, with the ace of spades starting in a “blackhole”. Each
turn, a card at the top of a pile can be played into the blackhole if it is ±1 from
the card that was played previously, with king wrapping back around to ace. The
aim is to play all 52 cards. This problem has variable almost symmetries since

Table 3 Comparison of SBDS, SBDS-1UIP and static symmetry breaking implementations
in Chuffed on a variety of problems
Benchmark
bibd [7, 7, 3, 3, 1]
bibd [12, 12, 6, 6, 4]
bibd [13, 13, 6, 6, 4]
bibd [8, 14, 4, 7, 3]
bibd [9, 12, 3, 4, 1]
bibd [11, 5, 2]
bibd [16, 6, 2]
bibd [11, 6, 3]
bibd [9, 6, 5]
graceful [3, 3]
graceful [4, 2]
latin [4]
latin [5]
latin [6]
magic square [3]
magic square [4]
nn queens [7]
nn queens [8]
queens [12]
queens [13]
steiner [7]
steiner [9]

1UIP
dec
static
Time
Fails Time
Fails Time
Fails
0
13
0
13
0
17
0.04
389 0.04
398
0.1
1777
0.04
391 0.04
400
0.17
2528
0.13
908 0.08
915 0.06
533
0.01
39
0
39
0.01
72
0.03
196 0.02
196 0.01
65
22.11 111980 18.69 111993 3.71 29767
0.08
1094 0.07
1094 0.01
92
0.05
787 0.05
800
0
69
1.17 32583 1.12 32690 0.94 31562
0.39 10126 0.39 10558 0.27
8180
0
11
0
11
0
4
0
119
0
119
0
57
0.41 17098 0.37 17101 0.17
9426
0
8
0
8
0
6
2.12 38677 2.09 38391 1.95 37252
0.01
177 0.01
185 0.01
172
0.11
2071 0.11
2061 0.09
2054
1.97 30266 1.92 30236 1.82
30254
27.74 131564 26.97 131221 26.17 130819
0
13
0
13
0
19
0.03
597 0.02
669 0.01
160

each card of the same value is symmetric with others of the same value except for
the ordering constraints from the piles. We use 100 random instances.

Graph Coloring As discussed in Example 14, almost variable symmetries arise
in this problem when pairs of vertices have almost the same set of neighbors.
We construct instances as follows. We first randomly partition 50 vertices into 8
sets. For each pair of sets Si , Sj , we decide with 0.5 probability whether they are
densely connected or sparely connected. If dense, then for each pair of vertices
v1 ∈ Si , v2 ∈ Sj , we add an edge between them with probability 0.99. If sparse,
then for each pair of vertices v1 ∈ Si , v2 ∈ Sj , we add an edge between them with
probability 0.01. As a result, pairs of vertices in the same set v1 , v2 ∈ Si typically
have very similar sets of neighbors, with the number of difference varying between
about 0 to 3. Roughly 40% of the variable pairs are symmetric (0 difference) while
the rest are almost symmetric (> 0 differences), resulting in a mixture of variable
symmetries and variable almost symmetries. There is also the standard symmetry
group in the problem created by value interchangeability.

Quasi-Group Completion The Quasi-Group Completion Problem [15] is an instance of the Latin Squares Problem with side constraints of the form xi = v.
While QCP typically has no symmetries, the Latin Square Problem has many
row/column symmetries and value symmetries. We can model these underlying
symmetries in QCP as almost symmetries. We try 100 instances of n = 8 with
25% of the squares pre-filled and find all solutions of each instance.

Table 4 Comparison between ignoring almost symmetries and breaking full with lex(LexFullOnly), breaking all with SBDS-1UIP (1UIP), or breaking all by remodeling using lex
(Remodel-Lex) or using SBDS-1UIP (Remodel-1UIP)
Problem
BlackHole
GraphColor
QCP
ConcertHall

Lex-FullOnly
Time
Fails
45.8
50427
35.2
73133
252.5
4392785
257.1
600190

1UIP
Time
21.8
0.5
17.7
224.7

Fails
24380
1488
279118
463213

Remodel-Lex
Time
Fails
0.1
303
51.4
179837
300
2497296
11.9
24310

Remodel-1UIP
Time
Fails
25.7
33481
129.2
598644
300
1137630
1.1
1866

Concert Hall Problem As shown before, the Concert Hall Problem of Example 8
has value interchangeability for the k identical concert halls. However, in more
realistic versions of this problem the halls may vary in size, equipment, location,
etc. As a result, it is possible that for each concert only a certain subset of the
halls are acceptable, corresponding to side constraints of form xi 6= v. This creates almost value symmetries and almost variable symmetries. We use randomly
generated instances following [19], with an additional 50 random side constraints
of the form xi 6= v.
The experiments were run on Xeon Pro 2.4GHz processors with a timeout of
300 seconds. Table 4 shows the average fails and times on each set of instances,
with timeouts counting as 300 seconds. It can be seen from Table 4 that all three
methods for almost symmetries can produce significant speedups on at least some
of the problems compared to the baseline of Lex-FullOnly. SBDS-1UIP is the fastest
on Graph Coloring and QCP, while Remodel-Lex is the fastest on Black Hole
and Remodel-1UIP is the fastest on Concert Hall. The different techniques are
effective on different problems. Their effectiveness appears to be very sensitive to
the structure of the problem and the types of constraints in them, so that one
method that performs well on one problem may perform very poorly on a different
problem.
SBDS-1UIP tends to be effective if the constraints in HS are not often directly
involved in the conflict. This happens, for example, whenever those constraints
are weak constraints (Graph Coloring), become satisfied by the partial assignment, or have already propagated at a higher decision level (QCP). This is the
only method that could get any speedup on QCP. The remodeling method tends
to be effective if the constraints in HS are weak since, then, not too much information is lost when the set of constraints is split into two. This is true for Black
Hole and Concert Hall, where we get very good speedups. On the other hand, if
HS contains strong constraints that prune many solutions of C \ HS , then the remodeling severely weakens the model, potentially significantly increasing the run
time (Graph Coloring, QCP).

10 Conclusion
We have shown how LCG solvers can be extended to post symmetric versions of
their 1UIP nogoods. We proved that SBDS-1UIP is at least as strong as SBDS, and
showed that it can be strictly stronger on some problems. In particular, it is capable
of exploiting symmetries in the sub-component of a subproblem which actually

caused the failure. This kind of local symmetry is very difficult to exploit and we
are not aware of any other general symmetry breaking method that can exploit it.
To implement SBDS-1UIP, we had to solve a number of new issues, such as how to
map disequality literals, inequality literals, and literals from intermediate variables
under the symmetries. Our experimental evaluation showed that SBDS-1UIP can
be orders of magnitude faster than the original SBDS on appropriate problems.
We also defined almost symmetries and showed how they can be exploited using a
modified version of SBDS-1UIP. Our experimental evaluation showed that SBDS1UIP can give significant speedup on problems with almost symmetries, and can
be much faster than the previous almost symmetry breaking method.
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